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solved assignment of mca 1st semester for.

This is achieved by using magnetized plates which direct the ink's path onto the paper in the desired pattern.
Have they got to come to you every time for. You may use illustrations and diagrams to enhance explanations.
Laser printers operate by shining a laser beam to produce an image on a drum. What do you understand by the
term ahimsa here? Pipelining and Vector Processing A vector processor, or array processor, is a CPU design
where the instruction set includes operations that can perform mathematical operations on multiple data
elements simultaneously. He wore ahimsa leather sandals and promoted ahimsa silk; the former made from the
hide of cows that had died a natural death. If ROM is damaged, the computer system simply cannot function.
Explain different components of Computer. Ink-jets bubble-jets printers spray ionized tiny drops of ink onto a
page to create an image. He also hoped that the Indian silk industry would use only those cocoons whose
worms had already matured into moths and flown out into the world, not boiled to death for the sake of the
rich yarn known all over the world as a symbol of India. Multifunction printers: combine top-quality color
ink-jet or laser printing with plain-paper and PC faxing, color copying and color scanning , telephoning- all in
one convenient, space-saving machine. Dot matrix printers can print through multi-part forms in a single pass,
allowing them to produce more pages than even high-speed laser printers. Pipelining and Vector Processing ii.
Solid Ink printers are page printers that use solid wax ink sticks in a "phase-change" process. Dot matrix
printers are commonly used for printing invoices, purchase orders, shipping forms, labels, and other multi-part
forms. Laser jets and other printers created by new technology are more expensive and more commonly found
in the offices. Laser printers print very fast, and the supply cartridges work a long time. Synchronous and
Asynchronous iii. Dye Sublimation printers are professional devices widely used in demanding graphic arts
and photographic applications. ROM is always found on motherboards, but is increasingly found on graphics
cards and some other expansion cards and peripherals. The smallest thermal and thermal transfer printers
weigh approximately one pound. Explain Structure of Computer. Solid-ink printers offer better color
consistency than do most technologies, with little variation caused by changes in temperature, humidity, or
type of paper.


